Hyatt Regency Orlando International Airport
9300 Jeff Fuqua Blvd, Orlando, FL 32827

Directions to Self-Parking
1. South Semoran becomes Jeff Fuqua Boulevard
2. Stay to the right and follow the GREEN B -Terminal Parking signs
3. Follow around until you see the BROWN Hyatt self-parking sign on your left
4. Enter the parking area
5. Take the Circular Ramp Up to the third level (top) and turn immediate left, then right.
6. At row C, you will turn right and this will lead you across a bridge and into the terminal top garage.
7. Park on any level and take elevator to level 4.
8. As you enter the doors, you are now on the hotel’s main lobby level.
Note: Any Hyatt guest with E-pass / Sunpass should not enter through the E pass / Sunpass lanes. You must pick up a ticket
and exit through regular ticketed lanes in order to receive the hotel parking rates. No refunds will be issued if guest uses Epass / Sunpass Lane to pay for parking.

REMEMBER THE LEVEL AND ROW WHERE YOU PARKED YOUR CAR
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Hyatt Regency Orlando International Airport
9300 Jeff Fuqua Blvd, Orlando, FL 32827

Directions to Valet-Parking
1. South Semoran becomes Jeff Fuqua Boulevard
2. Stay to the right and follow the GREEN B -Terminal Parking signs
3. Stay to the RIGHT side of the road
4. Additional signs will direct you to the HYATT HOTEL Valet Parking entrance
5. The entrance will be on the left side, immediately past the large fountain
6. Once the keys to your vehicle are given to the doorman, proceed to take the HOTEL elevator up to the 4th level
Standard airport security procedure is to inspect each car that valet parks and this is handled by Airport Authority,
however you do not need to be present for this and can just take the elevator to the 4th floor/Main Lobby area to procede
to the Event Space.

7. As you exit the elevator on the 4th floor, you are now on the hotel’s main lobby level.
Note: Any Hyatt guest with E-pass / Sunpass should not enter through the E pass / Sunpass lanes. You must pick up a ticket

and exit through regular ticketed lanes in order to receive the hotel parking rates. No refunds will be issued if guest uses Epass / Sunpass Lane to pay for parking.
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Special Event Parking Day Rates
Hotel Guests may not use the EPASS/SUN-PASS Lanes and receive the discounted rate.
Discounted Parking Vouchers will be available to the Event Registration Desk only.
Self-Parking $4.00 per Car
Valet-Parking $7.00 per Car
Standard Overnight Rates Apply

